MEMBER MATTERS

1. MARCH ON WASHINGTON
Chris, Lindsay, and Adam Bowman found the perfect
stand-in for their “I” in Washington, D.C. Their parents are
Dave Bowman ’92 and Carolyn Daulton Bowman ’91.
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2. MINI FANS AT THE MINI ’SHOE
Brothers David Hess ’95, a civil engineering grad, and
Michael Hess ’92, an architecture grad, put their skills to
good use to build a replica of Ohio Stadium on the beach
at Hilton Head Island, S.C. Their children, Peter, William,
Nicholas, and Katherine, completed the scene.
3. BUCKS AT THE CHUCK WAGON
Left to right, Joe Gallucci ’81 (LM), John “Coach”
McLaughlin, George Paraskos ’79, and Bob Fehn had
breakfast at the iconic Davies’ Chuck Wagon Diner while
visiting Denver for the NCAA basketball tournament last
March.

ALUMNI CLUB OF TAIWAN

4. (NOT QUITE) READY FOR TAKEOFF
Marie-Louise Maro Nime ’83 took this photo of her
NASA colleagues at Kennedy Space Center as the shuttle
Atlantis was being rolled back to the Vehicle Assembly
Building after its October launch was postponed.

What we do

5. DO SOMETHING GREAT
Christopher Detwiler ’03, ’06 MPA recruited these friends
during a White House visit to an HIV and malaria assistance program in Lusaka, Zambia.
6. LEND ME YOUR ‘O’S’
Pat E. Smith of Gahanna, Ohio, drafted support for Ohio
State at the Coliseum in Rome. We assume these Romans
don’t like the Trojans any more than Buckeye fans do.
7. An ‘O-H-I-O’ for O-B-A-M-A
Left to right, Charlie Baumgardner ’79 (LM), Marie
Duellman-Baumgardner ’80 (LM), Kelly Kutz Baumgardner
’87 MSW (LM), and Bill Baumgardner (LM) visited Capitol
Hill in November to see the preparations for the upcoming
presidential inauguration festivities.
8. ‘O’ WHAT A VIEW!
Left to right, Steve Wilson ’76, wife Jan Wilson, daughter
Anne Hagin, and niece Denise Wilson paused on their mule
trip into the Grand Canyon to show some Buckeye love.
Steve reports, “I am always amazed at how many and
how widespread Buckeye fans are. We encountered them
everywhere in the Grand Canyon and Las Vegas.”

Membership: About 500
Our mission: To enhance friendships among
Ohio State alumni in Taiwan and the connection
between these alumni and their alma mater.
• Network with students and alumni seeking jobs
in Taiwan or the U.S.
• Host representatives from Ohio State as well as
other Ohio dignitaries visiting Taiwan.
• Cheer the Buckeyes at game-watch parties.
• Meet to play golf, travel, etc.
• Celebrate our Ohio State connections at parties,
receptions, and other events throughout the year.
• Represent Ohio State to other interested people.

Did you know?

• There are an estimated 2,000 Ohio State alumni
in Taiwan.
• Four alumni are university presidents in Taiwan:
Lung-Sheng Lee ’91 PHD,
National United University
Tsung-po Lee ’93 MA,
National Taichung Institute of Technology
Da-Yung Wang ’86 MS, ’87 PHD,
Mingdao University
Min-Teh Yu ’86 MA, ’91 PHD,
Providence University

Notable alumni

• Vincent C. Siew ’99 DRH, vice president, Republic
of China (Taiwan)
• P aul Chiu ’71 MA, ’78 PHD, vice premier, R.O.C.
• J ei-Cheng Cheng ’75 MA, ’78 PHD, minister of
education, R.O.C.
• J oseph Wu ’89 PHD, director general of the Taipei
Economic and Cultural Representative Office in
the U.S., 2007–8
• Y uan-tseh Lee ’02 DRH, president of renowned
research institution Academia Sinica, 1994–2006

About the Yuan

Most Taiwanese value the Yuan, as it’s pronounced in
Mandarin Chinese or Taiwanese dialect. The Yuan can
be considered as the circumstances or luck by which
people are brought together. For example, Taiwanese
may say, “As decreed by Yuan, he will travel a long
way to meet you; otherwise, you might have failed to
know him, although he is in front of you.”
Most Ohio State alumni originally from Taiwan
met each other in Columbus to start their Yuan and
continue their Yuan after they are back in Taiwan.
Our club serves as a platform for these alumni to
keep the Yuan going.
In Taiwan, the pronunciation of “Yuan” is the
same as the pronunciation of the Chinese character
for “circle.” Based upon the Yuan started at Ohio
State and continued in Taiwan, the Taiwan club hopes
to expand its circle to embrace more alumni and
meaningful activities.

9. BUCKEYES BEAUCOUP
Bonnie Butler ’66 of Cincinnati, far right, recruited three
honorary Buckeyes to strike this triumphant pose at the
Arc de Triomphe on a recent trip to Paris. Très chic!
Send photos to jones@ohiostatealumni.org. Please describe
the occasion and identify people pictured. Include your
name, address, and phone number, for our office use only.

CONTACT INFORMATION
President: Lung-Sheng Lee, 886-37-381871,
lslee@nuu.edu.tw

Web site:
www.osualumni.org.tw

www.ohiostatealumni.org
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